We study the properties of the analogue of R-diagonal operators in the setting of bi-free probability. Products of bi-R-diagonal pairs of operators that are * -bifree are studied and powers of such pairs are found to also be bi-R-diagonal. It is moreover shown that the joint * -distribution of a bi-R-diagonal pair of operators remains invariant under the multiplication by a * -bi-free bi-Haar unitary pair and equivalent characterizations of the condition of bi-R-diagonality are developed.
Introduction
In the theory of free probability, an R-diagonal operator is an element of a non-commutative * -probability space (A, ϕ) whose * -distribution coincides with the * -distribution of a product of the form u · p, where the sets {u, u * } and {p, p * } are freely independent and u is a Haar unitary, i.e. u is a unitary and ϕ(u n ) = 0, for all n ∈ Z \ {0}. It is due to this free factorization property that the class of R-diagonal operators constitutes a particularly well-behaved class of non-normal operators. From a combinatorial point of view, R-diagonal elements are characterized by having all of their free * -cumulants that are either of odd order, or have entries that are not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms equal to zero. This combinatorial approach has proved to be extremely fruitful in the development of the theory of R-diagonal operators (see [NS06] for an exposition of the combinatorics of free probability).
In [NS97] , R-diagonal operators were found to satisfy a "free absorption" property, namely that for any elements a, b in some non-commutative * -probability space such that a is R-diagonal and the sets {a, a * } and {b, b * } are freely independent, the element ab is also R-diagonal. In [HL00], Brown's spectral distribution measure was computed for Rdiagonal operators in finite von Neumann algebras, while in [Lar02] , powers of R-diagonal operators were shown to be R-diagonal and their determining sequences were computed (see also [NS06, Theorem 15 .22] for a proof utilising combinatorial arguments).
In [NSS01] , a number of equivalent characterizations of R-diagonality were formulated, including conditions on * -moments, free cumulants and the freeness of certain self-adjoint matrices from the scalar matrices, with amalgamation over the diagonal scalar matrices, while in [BD18] similar results were obtained on B-valued R-diagonal elements in the operator-valued setting. Distributions of R-diagonal operators have found applications in the non-microstate approach to free entropy, answering questions regarding the minimization of the free Fisher information in the tracial framework (see [NSS99] ).
Bi-free probability theory originated in [Voi14] as an extension of the free setting and involves the simultaneous study of left and right actions of algebras on reduced free product spaces. The corresponding notion of bi-free independence found its combinatorial characterization in [CNS15b] (see also [CNS15a] for the development of the combinatorics of bi-free probability in the operator-valued setting). This paper is devoted to the study of the analogue of R-diagonal operators in the bi-free setting, namely bi-R-diagonal pairs of operators and, to this end, the combinatorial approach originally proposed in [Sko16,  Section 4] shall be adopted, which utilises the bi-free cumulant functions. For the study of products and powers of bi-R-diagonal pairs, similar arguments are used as to those corresponding to the results in the free case, but more care is required due to the dealing with the lattice of bi-non-crossing partitions and the χ-order. Since products of pairs of operators are considered pointwise (i.e. left operators are multiplied by left operators and right operators are multiplied by right operators), caution ought to be exercised when it comes to the order in which the multiplication takes place and, for the most general cases, it is necessary that the order of the multiplication of right operators is reversed (see Theorem 3.2). However, this is found not to play a role in the case when both pairs in question are bi-R-diagonal and * -bi-free (Proposition 3.4). These results imply that bi-R-diagonal pairs of operators satisfy a corresponding "bi-free absorption" property and indicate that such pairs of operators exist in abundance.
The absence of characterizations of bi-free phenomena with conditions on moments is an unfortunate theme in the theory of bi-free probability (see, however, [Cha16] for an equivalent formulation of bi-free independence in terms of alternating moments). In particular, a characterization of the condition of bi-R-diagonality in terms of * -moments was unable to be obtained. In the setting of free probability, one of the most salient features of the * -distribution of an R-diagonal operator is that it remains invariant after the multiplication by a freely independent Haar unitary, a result obtained with the use freeness in terms of its characterization via moments (see [NSS01,  [Sko16] , we obtain Theorem 4.6, displaying equivalent formulations of the condition of bi-R-diagonality.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we list all the necessary preliminary notions on bi-free probability theory and fix the appropriate notation. Here, the notion of a bi-R-diagonal pair of operators is defined and a number of lemmas that will be used in subsequent parts of this manuscript will be stated and proved. Section 3 involves the study of the behaviour of bi-R-diagonal pairs under the taking of sums, products and arbitrary powers, while Section 4 is devoted to showing that the joint * -distributions of bi-R-diagonal pairs remain invariant under the multiplication by * -bi-free bi-Haar unitary pairs.
Preliminaries and Notation
In this section we will develop the common preliminaries, fix the appropriate notation and state a number of lemmas to be used later in this manuscript.
Our main framework will be that of a non-commutative * -probability space, i.e. a pair (A, ϕ) where A is a complex, unital * -algebra and ϕ : A → C is a unital, linear map such that ϕ(a * a) ≥ 0, for all a ∈ A.
For any S ⊆ A, we will denote by alg(S) the subalgebra of A generated by the set S. If a 1 , . . . , a n are elements of (A, ϕ), then:
(a) their joint distribution is given by the linear functional µ : C X 1 , . . . , X n → C defined as µ(P ) = ϕ(P (a 1 , . . . , a n )), (P ∈ C X 1 , . . . , X n )
where C X 1 , . . . , X n denotes the unital algebra of polynomials in n-non-commuting indeterminates X 1 , . . . , X n , (b) their joint * -distribution is given by the joint distribution of the family {a 1 , . . . , a n , a 1 * , . . . , a n * }, (c) the family of their joint * -moments is given by {ϕ(c 1 · · · c k ) : k ≥ 1, c i ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a n , a 1 * , . . . , a n * } for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
It is clear that for a 1 , . . . , a n , b 1 , . . . , b n ∈ A, in order to verify equality of joint * -distributions of the families {a 1 , . . . , a n } and {b 1 , . . . , b n }, it suffices to prove that all of their joint * -moments coincide. For a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A and ∅ = V = {j 1 < j 2 < . . . < j s } ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, the restriction of the sequence (a 1 , . . . , a n ) to the set V is given by (a 1 , . . . , a n )| V = (a j 1 , a j 2 , . . . , a js ).
In this case, we define ϕ((a 1 , . . . , a n )| V ) = ϕ(a j 1 · a j 2 · · · a js ).
Also, if π is a partition of the set {1, . . . , n}, then we use the following notation: ϕ π (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = V ∈π ϕ((a 1 , . . . , a n )| V ).
The Lattice of Bi-Non-Crossing Partitions
Familiarity with the collection of non-crossing partitions NC(n), multiplicative functions on NC(n) and free cumulants is assumed (see [NS06] for an exposition of the combinatorics of free probability).
For n ∈ N, we will be using maps χ ∈ {l, r} n to distinguish between left and right operators in a sequence of n-operators. Any such map gives rise to a permutation s χ on {1, . . . , n} as follows:
If χ −1 ({l}) = {i 1 < . . . < i p } and χ −1 ({r}) = {j 1 < . . . < j n−p }, then define:
From a combinatorial standpoint, the only differences between free and bi-free probability arise from dealing with s χ .
The permutation s χ naturally induces a total order on {1, . . . , n} (which we will henceforth be referring to as the χ-order ) as follows:
Instead of reading {1, . . . , n} in the traditional order, this corresponds to first reading the elements of {1, . . . , n} labelled "l" in increasing order, followed by reading the elements labelled "r" in decreasing order. Note that if V is any non-empty subset of {1, . . . , n}, the map χ| V naturally gives rise to a map s χ| V , which should be thought of as a permutation on {1, . . . , |V |}.
Before we discuss the lattice of bi-non-crossing partitions, we fix some notation regarding general partitions. For n ∈ N, the collection of all partitions on {1, . . . , n} is denoted by P(n), while the collection of non-crossing partitions on {1, . . . , n} is denoted by NC(n). The elements of any π ∈ P(n) are called the blocks of π and for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, we write i∼ π j to mean that i and j belong to the same block of π, whereas i ≁ π j indicates that i and j belong to different blocks of π. For π, σ ∈ P(n), we write π ≤ σ if every block of π is contained in a block of σ. This defines the partial order of refinement on P(n). The maximal element of P(n) with respect to this partial order is the partition consisting of one block (denoted by 1 n ), while the minimal element is the partition consisting of n-blocks (denoted by 0 n ). This partial order induces a lattice structure on P(n), hence for π, σ ∈ P(n), the join π ∨ σ (i.e. the minimum element of the non-empty set {ρ ∈ P(n) : ρ ≥ π, σ}) of π and σ is well defined.
Definition 2.1. Let n ∈ N and χ ∈ {l, r} n . A partition τ ∈ P(n) is called bi-non-crossing with respect to χ if the partition s −1 χ · τ (i.e. the partition obtained by applying the permutation s −1 χ to each entry of every block of τ ) is non-crossing. Equivalently, τ is binon-crossing with respect to χ if whenever V, W are blocks of τ and v 1 , v 2 ∈ V, w 1 , w 2 ∈ W are such that
then we necessarily have that V = W. The collection of bi-non-crossing partitions with respect to χ is denoted by BNC(χ). It is clear that
We will be referring to a partition τ simply as bi-non-crossing whenever it is clear from the context which map χ is implemented. Note that in the special case when the map χ is constant, one ends up with the collection of all non-crossing partitions on {1, . . . , n}.
Example 2.2. If χ ∈ {l, r} 6 is such that χ −1 ({l}) = {1, 2, 3, 6} and χ −1 ({r}) = {4, 5}, then (s χ (1), . . . , s χ (6)) = (1, 2, 3, 6, 5, 4) and the partition given by
is bi-non-crossing with respect to χ, even though τ / ∈ NC(6). This may also be seen via the following diagrams: 1 2 3 4 5 6 −→ 1 2 3 6 5 4
The set of bi-non-crossing partitions with respect to a map χ ∈ {l, r} n inherits a lattice structure from P(n) via the partial order of refinement (although the join operation in BNC(χ) need not coincide with the restriction of the join operation in P(n)). The minimal and maximal elements of BNC(χ) will be denoted by 0 χ and 1 χ respectively (with 0 χ = s χ (0 n ) = 0 n and 1 χ = s χ (1 n ) = 1 n ). For ∅ = V ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, we denote by min < V and min ≺χ V the minimum element of V with respect to the natural order and the χ-order of {1, . . . , n} respectively. Similar notation will be used for such maximum elements.
Definition 2.3. The bi-non-crossing Möbius function is the map
whenever τ ≤ λ, while taking the zero value otherwise.
The connection between the bi-non-crossing Möbius function and the Möbius function on the lattice of non-crossing partitions µ NC is given by the formula
for all τ ≤ λ ∈ BNC(χ) and hence µ BNC inherits many of the multiplicative properties of µ NC (see [CNS15b, Section 3] ).
The Catalan numbers {C n } n∈N form a sequence of positive integers one of whose many equivalent definitions concerns the equality of the n-th Catalan number with the number of non-crossing partitions on a set of n-elements (and, as a result, with the number of binon-crossing partitions with respect to any map χ ∈ {l, r} n ). This sequence will come up when we make reference to the joint * -distribution of bi-Haar unitary pairs of operators (Corollary 2.18). We state the following lemma tying the values of the bi-non-crossing Möbius function with the Catalan numbers.
Lemma 2.4. Let n ∈ N and χ ∈ {l, r} n . Then, for all τ ∈ BNC(χ) we have that
In particular,
where C n denotes the n-th Catalan number.
Due to the connection between µ BNC and µ NC , the proof of the aforementioned lemma is based on facts regarding the behaviour of multiplicative functions on NC(n). More specifically, it relies on the canonical factorization of intervals in the lattice of non-crossing partitions and on the multiplicative properties of the Möbius function µ NC (see [NS06, Theorem 9 .29, Proposition 10.14 and 10.15]). [Kre72] is an important example of a lattice anti-isomorphism. For its descripition, we introduce new symbols 1, 2, . . . , n and consider them interlaced with 1, 2, . . . , n in the following manner: 1 1 2 2 . . . n n.
Kreweras complementation map
For π ∈ NC(n), its Kreweras complement K NC (π) ∈ NC({1, 2, . . . , n}) ∼ = NC(n) is defined to be the largest non-crossing partition having the property π ∪ K NC (π) ∈ NC({1, 1, 2, 2 . . . n, n}).
The complementation map found its generalization for the lattice of bi-non-crossing partitions in [CNS15b, Section 5]. Specifically, for any n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n and τ ∈ BNC(χ), the Kreweras complement of τ in BNC(χ), denoted by K BNC (τ ), is defined as
i.e. is given by applying the permutation s χ to the Kreweras complement of s −1 χ · τ in NC(n). Note that in the special case when χ ∈ {l, r} n gives the constant value "l", one obtains K NC . In the following lemma, we list properties of K BNC that we will be making use of.
Lemma 2.5. Let n ∈ N and χ ∈ {l, r} n . Then:
All of these properties are easily verified by the definition of K BNC and by the corresponding properties which hold for K NC .
We shall now state a combinatorial lemma, which may be of independent interest and involves the following cancellation property for the lattice of bi-non-crossing partitions. This lemma will play a key role in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Lemma 2.6. Let n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n and consider a family {d τ } τ ∈BNC(χ) of free indeterminates indexed by the bi-non-crossing partitions BNC(χ). Then, the following holds:
Proof. Re-arragning the left hand-side of the above expression yields:
With this remark in hand, it is immediate that to prove the conclusion of the lemma, it suffices to show that for all λ ∈ BNC(χ), we have that
We simply state that this condition must also be necessary, because the indeterminates {d τ } satisfy no relations. Fix λ ∈ BNC(χ) and let λ ′ ∈ BNC(χ) be such that λ = K BNC (λ ′ ). Observe that since
we have that
Elementary properties of the Möbius function on the lattice of bi-non-crossing partitions imply that
Then, an application of Lema 2.5 yields:
Of course, when the map χ ∈ {l, r} n gives the constant value "l", one obtains the analogous result for the lattice of non-crossing partitions.
Bi-Free Independence and Bi-Free Cumulants
We begin by recalling the notion of bi-free independence for pairs of faces in some noncommutative * -probability space, originally developed in [Voi14] .
Definition 2.7. Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space. (ii) A family {(C k , D k )} k∈K of pairs of faces in (A, ϕ) is said to be bi-freely independent (or simply bi-free) if there exists a family of vector spaces with specified vector states
(where L(X k ) denotes the space of all linear maps on X k ) such that the joint distribution of the family {(C k , D k )} k∈K with respect to ϕ coincided with the joint distribution with respect to the vacuum state on the representation on * k∈K (X k ,
(iii) If S k and V k are subsets of A for all k ∈ K, then the family {(S k , V k )} k∈K will be said to be bi-free if the family of pairs of faces
is bi-free.
(iv) If S k and V k are subsets of A for all k ∈ K, then the family {(S k , V k )} k∈K will be said to be * -bi-free if the family
The bi-free cumulant function is the main combinatorial tool utilised in bi-free probability theory and its definition is given below.
Definition 2.8. Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space. The bi-free cumulant function is the map κ :
for each n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n , τ ∈ BNC(χ) and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A.
The previous formula is called the moment-cumulant formula and an application of Möbius inversion yields that we must also have that
It is clear that for n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n and τ ∈ BNC(χ), the bi-free cumulant map
is multilinear. In the special case when τ = 1 χ , we will denote κ χ,1χ simply by κ χ . Multiplicative properties of the bi-free cumulant function yield that
for all n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n , τ ∈ BNC(χ) and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A. See [CNS15b] for proofs and discussions on all the aforementioned properties. Note that the result of reading the sequence (a 1 , . . . , a n )| V with the indices in the induced χ| V -order coincides with first reading the sequence (a 1 , . . . , a n ) with the indices in the χ-order and then restricting the resulting sequence to s −1 χ (V ). Observe that the moment-cumulant formula implies that for elements X, Y, Z, W ∈ A, then the joint * -distribution of the pair (X, Y ) coincides with the joint * -distribution of (Z, W ) if and only if all bi-free cumulants with entries in the set {X, X * , Y, Y * } yield equal values to all bi-free cumulants with entries in the set {Z, Z * , W, W * }.
The following theorem displays the equivalent combinatorial characterization of bi-free independence.
Theorem 2.9 ([CNS15b], Theorem 4.3.1). Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space and let {(C k , D k )} k∈K be family of pairs of faces in A. The following are equivalent:
(ii) for all n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n , a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A and non-constant map ǫ : {1, . . . , n} → K such that
we have that κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 0.
Considering that a number of the central results of this paper involve products of pairs of operators, the following theorem concerning bi-free cumulants having products of operators as arguments will be used numerous times throughout this manuscript.
Theorem 2.10 (Scalar case of [CNS15a] , Theorem 9.1.5). Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space, m < n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} m and integers
Also, let a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A. Then, by definingχ ∈ {l, r} n bŷ
with p q being the unique number in {1, . . . , m} such that k(p q − 1) < q ≤ k(p q ), we have that :
κχ ,τ (a 1 , . . . , a n ),
Note that in the case when there exists t ∈ N such that k(i) = k(i − 1) + t for all i = 1, . . . , m, then 0 χ = sχ( 0 χ ). We find it convenient to state and prove the following proposition, concerning bi-non-crossing partitions whose blocks have to connect consecutive indices in the χ-order. In sections 3 and 4, when discussing the behaviour of products of pairs of operators, the forward direction of this proposition will be used frequently in combination with Theorem 2.10. Proposition 2.11. Let n ∈ N andχ ∈ {l, r} 2n such thatχ(2i − 1) =χ(2i) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Also, let 0 χ = {{2i − 1, 2i} : i = 1, . . . , n}. Then, for a bi-non-crossing partition τ ∈ BNC(χ), the following are equivalent:
(i) τ ∨ 0 χ = 1χ and every block of τ contains an even number of elements,
(ii) sχ(1)∼ τ sχ(2n) and sχ(2i)∼ τ sχ(2i + 1) for every i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
Proof. Since 0 χ = sχ( 0 χ ), it is clear that clause (ii) above implies clause (i). Now, let τ ∈ BNC(χ) be such that τ ∨ 0 χ = 1χ and every block of τ contains an even number of elements and let V ∈ τ such that sχ(1) ∈ V (equivalently 1 = min < s −1 χ (V )). Also, let q ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} such that sχ(q) = max ≺χ V (equivalently q = max < s −1 χ (V )). We claim that q must be an even number.
Indeed, by way of contradiction, suppose that q = 2m − 1 for some m ∈ {2, . . . , n}. We remark that V cannot be equal to {sχ(i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ 2m − 1} since V must contain an even number of elements. Notice that if 2 ≤ p ≤ 2m − 2 is such that sχ(p) / ∈ V and V ′ ∈ τ is such that sχ(p) ∈ V ′ , then we necessarily must have that V ′ ⊆ {sχ(i) : 2 ≤ i ≤ 2m − 2}; for if there exists i ≥ 2m with sχ(i) ∈ V ′ then we obtain that 1 = min < sχ −1 (V ) , 2m − 1 = max < sχ −1 (V ) and p, i ∈ sχ −1 (V ′ ) with 2 ≤ p ≤ 2m − 2 and 2m ≤ i, which contradicts the fact that s −1 χ · τ ∈ NC(2n). This shows that the set
whose cardinality is obviously odd must be written as a union of blocks of τ, thus τ must contain at least one block with an odd number of elements, contradicting our initial assumption. Hence q = 2m for some m ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If m < n, then let
. . , 2n}, we have that λ ∈ BNC(χ), V ⊆ V and that τ, 0 χ ≤ λ 1χ, thus the condition τ ∨ 0 χ = 1χ cannot be satisfied. Hence, we must have that q = 2n and this implies that sχ(1)∼ τ sχ(2n).
Now let i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} and V ∈ τ such that sχ(2i) ∈ V. Assume that sχ(2i + 1) / ∈ V and we will distinguish between two possibilities:
First, let us suppose that sχ(2i) = max ≺χ V and let q ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} be such that sχ(q) = min ≺χ (V ). Then, arguing as before, we deduce that we must have q = 2p − 1 for some 1 ≤ p ≤ i (otherwise, if q = 2p with 1 ≤ p < i, then the cardinality of the set
is odd and thus τ contains at least one block with an odd number of elements which of course cannot happen). But then, by setting V = {sχ(j) : 2p − 1 ≤ j ≤ 2i} and
we obtain that λ ∈ BNC(χ), V ⊆ V and τ, 0 χ ≤ λ 1χ, a contradiction. This shows that it cannot be the case that sχ(2i) = max ≺χ V and hence, there must exist q ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} such that sχ(q) ∈ V and sχ(2i)≺χsχ(q). Without loss of generality, we may assume that for every v ∈ V \ {sχ(2i), sχ(q)}, we either have that v ≺χ sχ(2i) or sχ(q) ≺χ v (i.e. we may assume that sχ(q) is theχ-minimum element of V with this property). If q = 2m for some q ≥ i + 1, then the set {sχ(j) : 2i + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2m − 1} is non-empty and contains an odd number of elements. Thus, arguing as before, it must be written as a union of blocks of τ , which implies that at least one block of τ contains an odd number of elements, a contradiction. If q = 2m − 1 for some m > (i + 1), then the set
is non-empty and contains an even number of elements. Let λ = V ∪ V c . Then, since V ⊆ V c , it follows that λ ∈ BNC(χ) and τ, 0 χ ≤ λ 1χ, a contradiction. This shows that we must have sχ(2i)∼ τ sχ(2i + 1) and this completes the proof.
Bi-Haar Unitary Pairs of Operators
R-diagonal operators are characterized by having all of their free * -cumulants that are either of odd order, or have entries that are not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms equal to zero. Adopting the combinatorial approach in the bi-free setting, we shall now give the definition of bi-R-diagonal pairs of operators, which will be the central focus of this paper. This definition was first proposed as the correct bi-free generalization of Rdiagonal elements in [Sko16, Section 4], but was only utilised to yield examples of R-cyclic pairs of matrices (see Proposition 2.21).
Definition 2.12. Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space and X, Y ∈ A. We say that the pair (X, Y ) is bi-R-diagonal if for every n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A such that
we have that:
. . , a n ) = 0, if n is even and the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) is not in one of the following forms:
i.e. whenever the sequence (a 1 , . . . , a n ) is not alternating in * -terms and non * -terms when read with the indices in the χ-order, with any number of X-terms followed by any number of Y -terms.
It is clear from the definition that if the map χ is constant, then bi-free cumulants reduce to free cumulants and all free cumulants with entries in either {X, X * } (if the map χ yields the constant value "l") or {Y, Y * } (if the map χ yields the constant value "r") that are of odd order or are not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms are equal to zero. In particular, if (X, Y ) is a bi-R-diagonal pair, then both X and Y are R-diagonal operators. Also, it is immediate from the moment-cumulant formula that all joint * -moments of odd order of a bi-R-diagonal pair are equal to zero, i.e. if the pair (X, Y ) is bi-R-diagonal, then for all k ∈ N and a 1 , . . . , a 2k+1 ∈ {X, X * , Y, Y * }, it follows that
In analogy to the case of free probability and free Haar unitaries, we will define the notion of a bi-Haar unitary pair of operators and compute its bi-free * -cumulants. Bi-Haar unitary pairs will act as both the prototypical examples and building blocks of bi-R-diagonal pairs (see Theorem 4.4). First, we recall the definition of a free Haar unitary.
Definition 2.13. Let (B, ψ) be a non-commutative * -probability space. A unitary v ∈ B is called a free Haar unitary if for all n ∈ Z we have that:
The free * -cumulants of a Haar unitary are computed as follows:
is a free Haar unitary, then for every n ∈ N, the non-vanishing free * -cumulants of v are given by:
where C n denotes the n-th Catalan number. All other free cumulants with entries in the set {v, v * } vanish.
The bi-free generalization of the notion of a Haar unitary was first proposed in [CNS15a, Definition 10.1.2] in the operator-valued setting.
Definition 2.15. Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space and u l , u r be unitaries in A. The pair (u l , u r ) is called a bi-Haar unitary pair if the following hold:
(i) the algebras alg({u l , u l * }) and alg({u r , u r * }) commute,
(ii) for all n, m ∈ Z we have that
otherwise.
In particular, if the pair (u l , u r ) is a bi-Haar unitary, then both u l and u r are free Haar unitaries.
Example 2.16. Let G be a group with identity e that contains an element of infinite order (i.e. there exists g 0 ∈ G such that g n 0 = e for all n ∈ Z \ {0}). If λ : G → B(ℓ 2 (G)) and ρ : G → B(ℓ 2 (G)) denote the left and right regular representations of G respectively, then it is straightforward to verify that the pair (λ(g 0 ), ρ(g −1 0 )) is a bi-Haar unitary pair, with respect to the vector state corresponding to the identity element of G. In particular, if u denotes the bilateral shift on ℓ 2 (Z), then the pair (u, u) is a bi-Haar unitary.
The commutation assumption on the left and right operators of a bi-Haar unitary pair allows one to reduce the computation of its bi-free cumulants to computing free cumulants of a free Haar unitary. In particular, we have the following: Proposition 2.17. Let (A, ϕ), (B, ψ) be non-commutative * -probability spaces and let (u l , u r ) be a bi-Haar unitary pair in A and v ∈ B a free Haar unitary. For n ∈ N and χ ∈ {l, r} n , let a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A such that for all i = 1, . . . , n
for all i = 1, . . . , n. Then, we have that
with the quantity on the left-hand side of the equation being a bi-free cumulant and the one on the right-hand side being a free cumulant.
Proof. For n, m ∈ Z, the following relation between the joint * -moments of (u l , u r ) and the * -moments of v is immediate by Definitions 2.13 and 2.15
and, since the algebras alg({u l , u * l }) and alg({u r , u * r }) commute, every joint * -moment of the pair (u l , u r ) factorizes in a moment that has a form similar to the left hand-side of the previous expression. The moment-cumulant formulas yield that κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = τ ∈BNC(χ) ϕ τ (a 1 , . . . , a n )µ BNC (τ, 1 χ ), and
The main observation needed to lead us to the conclusion of the proof is that for all τ ∈ BNC(χ) and for all V ∈ τ , we have that
). Indeed, let τ ∈ BNC(χ) and V ∈ τ. Define the sets
and
Also, let n i ∈ N to be equal to the cardinality of the set I i , for all i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Then, by the definition of b 1 , . . . , b n , we have that
). Hence, this implies that for any bi-non-crossing partition τ ∈ BNC(χ) we obtain
This completes the proof.
A combination of Propositions 2.14 and 2.17 gives a complete computation of the bi-free cumulants involving a bi-Haar unitary pair.
Corollary 2.18. Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space and (u l , u r ) a biHaar unitary pair in A. Also, let n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} 2n and a 1 , . . . , a 2n ∈ A such that (a) for all i = 1, . . . , 2n we have
) is alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms.
Then,
where C n denotes the n-th Catalan number. All other bi-free cumulants with entries in the set {u l , u l * , u r , u * r } vanish. In particular, the pair (u l , u r ) is bi-R-diagonal.
Operator-Valued Bi-Free Independence and R-cyclic Pairs of Matrices
In the spirit of [CNS15a] and [Sko16] , we will present the basic definitions regarding operator-valued bi-free independence and a number of results concerning R-cyclic pairs of matrices. The results that are cited will be used in Section 4 to discuss an equivalent characterization of the condition of bi-R-diagonality, which will be formulated in terms of the bi-freeness of certain matrix pairs from scalar matrices with amalgamation over the diagonal scalar matrices (see Theorem 4.6).
Definition 2.19. Let B be a unital algebra.
(i) A B-B-bimodule with specified B-vector state is a triple (X ,
and p : X → B is the linear map given by
(ii) A B-B-non commutative probability space is a triple (A, E A , ε), where A is a unital algebra, ε : B ⊗ B op → A is a unital homomorphism such that both maps ε| B⊗1 B and ε| 1 B ⊗B op are injective and E A : A → B is a linear map such that
for all b, b 1 , b 2 ∈ B and Z ∈ A. The unital subalgebras of A defined as
are called the left and right algebras of A respectively.
(iii) A pair of B-faces in a B-B-non commutative probability space (A, E A , ε) consists of a pair (C, D) of unital subalgebras of A such that
is said to be bi-free with amalgamation over B if there exist B-B-bimodules with specified B-vector states {(X k ,
, where λ k and ρ k denote the left and right regular representations onto X k ⊆ * k∈K X k , respectively.
If S k ⊆ A l and V k ⊆ A r for all k ∈ K, we will say that the family {(S k , V k )} k∈K is bi-free with amalgamation over B if the family
of pairs of B-faces is bi-free with amalgamation over B.
See [CNS15a, Section 3] for a discussion on why B-B-non-commutative probability spaces are the correct framework to formulate the notions of operator-valued bi-free probability. There, a combinatorial approach was adopted and the bi-multiplicative operatorvalued bi-free cumulant maps were defined and used to characterize operator-valued bi-free independence.
Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space and let d ∈ N. In the algebra M d (A) of all d×d matrices over A, consider the unital subalgebras M d (C) and D consisting of all scalar matrices and all diagonal scalar matrices respectively. We will recall from [Sko16, Section 4] the process regarding how to turn L(M d (A)), the space of all linear maps on M d (A), into a D-D-non-commutative probability space. We will denote by [a i,j ] a matrix whose (i, j) th entry equals a i,j . Let F : M d (C) → D denote the conditional expectation onto the diagonal and define the unital, linear map
where
is a D-D-non-commutative probability space. We will also need the unital homomorphisms
In the setting of free probability, there is a connection between R-diagonal operators and R-cyclic matrices (see [NS06, Example 20 .5]). In the bi-free setting, R-cyclic pairs of matrices were first defined and studied in [Sko16] .
Definition 2.20. [Sko16, Definition 4.4] Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space, d ∈ N, I, J be disjoint index sets and let
we have that κ χ (Z ω(1);i 1 ,j 1 , Z ω(2);i 2 ,j 2 , . . . , Z ω(n);in,jn ) = 0 whenever at least one of the relations
is not satisfied.
The following result was mentioned (but not proved) in [Sko16, Section 4] and we include the proof for the convenience of the reader.
Proposition 2.21. Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space and let X, Y ∈ A. The following are equivalent:
Proof. Let n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n and a i 1 ,j 1 , . . . , a in,jn ∈ A such that
If there exists m ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that i m = j m , then a im,jm = 0 and this implies that the cumulant κ χ (a i 1 ,j 1 , . . . , a in,jn ) vanishes. Hence we can assume that i m = j m for all m ∈ {1, . . . , n} and, in this case, the bi-free cumulant κ χ (a i 1 ,j 1 , . . . , a in,jn ) has entries in the set {X, X * , Y, Y * }. The main observation that will make the equivalence of the proposition apparent is that the condition that at least one of the relations
is not satisfied is equivalent to the statement that the sequence
is either not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms, or is of odd length. Indeed, first suppose that j sχ(m) = i sχ(m+1) for some m ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} and notice that this implies that we must have i sχ(m) = i sχ(m+1) and j sχ(m) = j sχ(m+1) .
But this is equivalent to stating that the elements a i sχ(m) ,j sχ(m) and a i sχ(m+1) ,j sχ(m+1) both correspond to either * -terms or non- * -terms and hence the sequence
is not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms.
Next, assume that j sχ(n) = i sχ(1) . As before, we must have that i sχ(1) = i sχ(n) and j sχ(1) = j sχ(n) .
This is equivalent to stating that the first and last terms of the sequence
both correspond to either * -terms or non- * -terms, which means that this sequence either is not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms, or is of odd length.
The main result we will need for Theorem 4.6 concerns the following equivalent characterization of R-cyclic pairs. 
The following are equivalent:
with amalgamation over D.
Operations Involving Bi-R-Diagonal Pairs
In this section, we will study the behaviour of bi-R-diagonal pairs of operators under the taking of sums, products and arbitrary powers, where, in most cases, a * -bi-free independence condition will be assumed. The proofs obtained will indicate that most of the results that hold for free R-diagonal elements (see [NS97] and [NS06, Lecture 15]) have corresponding generalizations in the bi-free setting. We begin with the following proposition regarding sums of * -bi-free bi-R-diagonal pairs. Proof. Let n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A such that
for each i = 1, . . . , n. Then, the multi-linearity of the bi-free cumulants maps combined with the * -bi-free independence condition yield that
The conclusion of the proposition follows from the observation that the sequence
is alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms if and only if both the sequences (b sχ(1) , . . . , b sχ(n) ) and (c sχ(1) , . . . , c sχ(n) )
are also alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms.
With the previous proof in mind, it is easy to see that if exactly one of the * -bifree pairs (X, Y ) and (Z, W ) is bi-R-diagonal, then the pair (X + Z, Y + W ) cannot be bi-R-diagonal.
We now proceed to study various cases on products involving bi-R-diagonal pairs. The products of pairs will be considered pointwise, with the condition that the order of the right operators is reversed being necessary for the results concerning the more general cases (see Theorem 3.2 below and also Proposition 4.2). The proofs of these results will require more delicate arguments when compared to the cases of sums involving bi-Rdiagonal pairs and, for this, the formula for bi-free cumulants with products of operators as arguments will play a key role. The next theorem states that the product of a bi-Rdiagonal pair of operators by any * -bi-free pair is also bi-R-diagonal and exhibits the fact that bi-R-diagonal pairs exist in abundance. Proof. Let n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A be such that
Defineχ ∈ {l, r} 2n byχ(2i − 1) =χ(2i) = χ(i) for each i = 1, . . . , n and c 1 , . . . , c 2n ∈ A as follows:
for each i = 1, . . . , n. Then, an application of Theorem 2.10 yields:
where 0 χ = {{2i − 1, 2i} : i = 1, . . . , n} ∈ BNC(χ).
To start, we make some remarks. First of all, if χ −1 ({l}) = {i 1 < . . . < i p } and χ −1 ({r}) = {j 1 < . . . < j n−p }, the definition ofχ implies that
Thus, if i ∈ {1, . . . , n} with a sχ(i) = XZ, then c sχ(2i−1) = X and c sχ(2i) = Z (a similar situation occurs when a sχ(i) = Z * X * , since this corresponds to a left operator). Now if a sχ(i) = W Y , then c sχ(2i−1) = Y and c sχ(2i) = W (and a similar situation occurs when a sχ(i) = Y * W * since this corresponds to a right operator). Note that in the latter case, the right operators must appear reversed in theχ-order. Secondly, in order for a bi-non-crossing partition τ to contribute to the sum appearing in (2), we must have that for every V ∈ τ , either {c i : i ∈ V } ⊆ {X, X * , Y, Y * } or {c i : i ∈ V } ⊆ {Z, Z * , W, W * }; for if there exists V ∈ τ and i = j ∈ V such that c i ∈ {X, X * , Y, Y * } and c j ∈ {Z, Z * , W, W * }, then κχ | V (c 1 , . . . , c 2n )| V = 0 due to the * -bi-free independence condition and thus κχ ,τ (c 1 , . . . , c 2n ) vanishes. Note that this implies that if n is odd, then κ χ (a 1 . . . , a n ) = 0, as then the cardinality of the set {j ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} : c j ∈ {X, X * , Y, Y * }} is odd and hence for any τ ∈ BNC(χ) there exists V ∈ τ with odd cardinality that contains indices corresponding to elements in {X, X * , Y, Y * }. Since the pair (X, Y ) is bi-R-diagonal, all bi-free cumulants of odd order with entries in {X, X * , Y, Y * } vanish, thus κχ | V ((c 1 , . . . , c 2n )| V ) = 0.
We may now assume that n is even and that every block of a bi-non-crossing partition contains indices corresponding to elements either from {X, X * , Y, Y * } or {Z, Z * , W, W * }. We must show that the cumulant κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) vanishes if the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) is not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms. When this occurs, by analysing individual cases, we will show that a given bi-non-crossing partition τ ∈ BNC(χ) either yields zero contribution to the sum appearing in (1), or that the relation τ ∨ 0 χ = 1χ cannot be satisfied.
Suppose the following situation occurs:
(a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) = (. . . , XZ, XZ, . . .),
with a sχ(m) = a sχ(m+1) = XZ for some m ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. This implies the following situation for theχ-order:
(c sχ(1) , . . . , c sχ(2n) ) = (. . . , X, Z, X, Z, . . .), with c sχ(2m−1) = c sχ(2m+1) = X and c sχ(2m) = c sχ(2m+2) = Z. For τ ∈ BNC(χ), let V ∈ τ be such that sχ(2m + 1) ∈ V . To start, consider the case when sχ(2m + 1) = min ≺χ V (equivalently, 2m + 1 = min < s −1 χ (V )). Let q ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} such that sχ(q) = max ≺χ V (equivalently, q = max < s −1 χ (V )) and notice that we must have that c sχ(q) ∈ {X * , Y * }. and, as such, q = 2p for some p ∈ {m+2, . . . , n}. We will show that the relation τ ∨ 0 χ = 1χ cannot be satisfied. Indeed, define V = {sχ(i) : 2m + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2p} and let λ = { V , V c }.
it follows that λ ∈ BNC(χ). It is easily seen that 0 χ ≤ λ and, moreover, τ ≤ λ holds. To see this, first note that V ⊆ V . For V ′ ∈ τ with V = V ′ , we must have that either
. . , 2m} ∪ {2p + 1, . . . , 2n} and j ∈ {2m + 2, . . . , 2p − 1}.
But this cannot happen, since {2m + 1, 2p} ⊆ s χ · τ is noncrossing. Hence, we have that τ, 0 χ ≤ λ 1χ and it follows that we cannot have that sχ(2m + 1) = min ≺χ V .
So, suppose that there exists q ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} with sχ(q) ∈ V and sχ(q)≺χ sχ(2m + 1).
We may moreover assume that for all v ∈ V \ {sχ(2m + 1), sχ(q)}, we either have that v≺χ sχ(q) or sχ(2m + 1)≺χ v (i.e. that sχ(q) is theχ-maximum element of V with this property). Notice that it must necessarily be that c sχ(q) = X * . Indeed, if not, we would have that c sχ(q) = X and then the sequence (c 1 , . . . , c 2n )| V when read in the induced χ| V -order would be of the form (. . . . . . , X, X, . . . . . .), with this implying that κχ | V ((c 1 , . . . , c 2n )| V ) = 0, since the pair (X, Y ) is bi-R-diagonal. Thus, c sχ(q) = X * and this yields the following situation (c sχ(1) , . . . , c sχ(2n) ) = (. . . , Z * , X * , . . . , X, Z, X, Z, . . .).
From this, one sees that q = 2p, for some p ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}. We will show that once again the relation τ ∨ 0 χ = 1χ cannot be satisfied. By defining V = {sχ(i) : 2p + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2m} (and noting that this set is non-empty), let λ = { V , V c }. Observe that V ⊆ V c and, as before, it follows that λ ∈ BNC(χ) and τ, 0 χ ≤ λ 1χ. Hence, when (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) = (. . . , XZ, XZ, . . .),
we obtain that the bi-free cumulant κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) vanishes and the use of similar arguments shows that this is also the case when the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) has one of the following forms (. 
.).
Now, suppose that the following situation occurs:
with a sχ(m) = a sχ(m+1) = Y * W * for some m ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. This implies the following situation for theχ-order:
with c sχ(2m−1) = c sχ(2m+1) = W * and c sχ(2m) = c sχ(2m+2) = Y * . For τ ∈ BNC(χ), let V ∈ τ be such that sχ(2m) ∈ V and suppose that sχ(2m) = max ≺χ V (equivalently, 2m = max < s −1 χ (V )). Let q ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} such that sχ(q) = min ≺χ V (equivalently, q = min < s −1 χ (V )) and notice that we must have that c sχ(q) ∈ {X, Y }. Assume that c sχ(q) = Y (with the case when c sχ(q) = X handled similarly). Hence, we have that
and it follows that q = 2p − 1 for some p ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}. By defining
and letting λ = { V , V c }, one sees that V ⊆ V , λ ∈ BNC(χ) and τ, 0 χ ≤ λ 1χ. Thus, the relation τ ∨ 0 χ = 1χ cannot be satisfied. This implies that there must exist q ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} with sχ(q) ∈ V and sχ(2m)≺χ sχ(q) and we may assume that sχ(q) is theχ-minimum element of V with this property. Notice that it must necessarily be that c sχ(q) = Y and this yields the following situation from which one sees that q = 2p − 1, for some p ∈ {m + 2, . . . , n}. As before, by defining
and letting λ = { V , V c }, one sees that V ⊆ V c , λ ∈ BNC(χ) and τ, 0 χ ≤ λ 1χ. Thus, the relation τ ∨ 0 χ = 1χ cannot be satisfied. Hence, when
we obtain that the bi-free cumulant κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) vanishes and the use of similar arguments shows that this is also the case when the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) has one of the following forms
The main technical difficulty that results in the length of the previous proof is that we cannot only deal with bi-non-crossing partitions whose blocks contain an even number of elements, thus Proposition 2.11 does not apply. This is because the pair (Z, W ) need not be bi-R-diagonal and hence bi-free cumulants of odd order with entries in {Z, Z * , W, W * } need not necessarily vanish.
We remark that for two * -bi-free pairs (X, Y ) and (Z, W ) with the first being bi-Rdiagonal, it is not in general true that the pair (XZ, Y W ) will also be bi-R-diagonal, as the following example indicates. We will denote by "tr" the normalized trace on any matrix algebra. In the free product space (A * M 2 (C), ϕ * tr) the pairs (u l , u r ) and (Z, W ) are * -bi-free, but for χ ∈ {l, r} 4 with χ(1) = χ(2) = l and χ(3) = χ(4) = r, the bi-free cumulant κ χ (Z * u l * , u l Z, W * u r * , u r W ) does not vanish, even though it is not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms in the χ-order. Indeed, the moment-cumulant formula yields
Using the characterization of free independence in terms of moments, it is seen that all operators that appear in the cumulant above are centred, i.e. the following holds
Hence, to find bi-non-crossing partitions that are to yield a non-zero contribution to the sum above, we may only consider partitions on {1, 2, 3, 4} that are bi-non-crossing and all of whose blocks are not singletons. These are the following three bi-non-crossing partitions:
, 2, 3, 4}} and τ 3 = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}}.
For τ 1 , we have that
while for τ 2 we obtain
For the case of τ 3 , it follows that
, and it is straightforward to show using the moment-cumulant formula that both terms appearing in the product above are equal to zero. Since
the bi-free cumulant is evaluated as follows
However, when the pairs (X, Y ) and (Z, W ) are both bi-R-diagonal and * -bi-free, then it is the case that the resulting pair (XZ, Y W ) is also bi-R-diagonal, as the following proposition shows. 
Then, the pair (XZ, Y W ) is also bi-R-diagonal.
Proof. Let n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A such that
where 0 χ = {{2i − 1, 2i} : i = 1, . . . , n} ∈ BNC(χ). As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we make the following remarks: First of all, if χ −1 ({l}) = {i 1 < . . . < i p } and χ −1 ({r}) = {j 1 < . . . < j n−p }, the definition ofχ implies thatχ −1 ({l}) = {2i 1 − 1 < 2i 1 < . . . < 2i p − 1 < 2i p } and χ −1 ({r}) = {2j 1 − 1 < 2j 1 < . . . < 2j n−p − 1 < 2j n−p }. Thus, if i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is such that a sχ(i) = XZ, then c sχ(2i−1) = X and c sχ(2i) = Z (a similar situation occurs when a sχ(i) = Z * X * , since this corresponds to a left operator). Now if a sχ(i) = Y W , then c sχ(2i−1) = W and c sχ(2i) = Y (and a similar situation occurs when a sχ(i) = W * Y * since this corresponds to a right operator). Note that in the latter case, the right operators must appear reversed in theχ-order.
Secondly, due to the * -bi-free independence condition, in order for a bi-non-crossing partition τ to contribute to the above sum, we must have that for every V ∈ τ , either
Observe that this implies that if n is odd, then κ χ (a 1 . . . , a n ) = 0, as then the cardinality of the set {j ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} : c j ∈ {X, X * , Y, Y * }} is odd and hence for any τ ∈ BNC(χ) there exists V ∈ τ with odd cardinality that contains indices corresponding to elements in {X, X * , Y, Y * }. Since the pair (X, Y ) is bi-R-diagonal, all bi-free cumulants of odd order with entries in {X, X * , Y, Y * } vanish, thus κχ | V ((c 1 , . . . , c 2n )| V ) = 0. In addition, in order for a bi-non-crossing partition τ ∈ BNC(χ) to contribute to the sum appearing in (1), every block of τ must contain an even number of elements. Indeed, if V ∈ τ contains an odd number of elements, then we deduce that (additionally assuming that all indices in V correspond to elements either from {X, X * , Y, Y * } or {Z, Z * , W, W * }) κχ | V ((c 1 , . . . , c 2n )| V ) is a bi-free cumulant of odd order involving a bi-R-diagonal pair and thus vanishes.
Henceforth, when referring to a bi-non-crossing partition τ contributing to the sum appearing in (1), we will always assume that every block of τ contains indices all corresponding to elements either from {X, X * , Y, Y * } or {Z, Z * , W, W * } and, by Proposition 2.11, that sχ(1)∼ τ sχ(2n) and sχ(2i)∼ τ sχ(2i + 1) for every i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
We will now show that if the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) is not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms, then the cumulant κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) must vanish. Suppose the following situation occurs:
(a sχ (1) we obtain that the bi-free cumulant κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) vanishes and the use of similar arguments shows that this is also the case when the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) has either one of the following forms:
Next, suppose the following situation occurs: If τ is a bi-non-crossing partition contributing to the sum appearing in (1), then the block V ∈ τ containing sχ(2m) must also contain sχ(2m+1). As discussed in the beginning of the proof, in order for the cumulant κχ ,τ (c 1 , . . . , c 2n ) not to vanish we must have that V ⊆ {j ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} : s j ∈ {Z, Z * , W, W * }}. But then the entries of the cumulant κχ | V ((c 1 , . . . , c 2n )| V ) in the inducedχ| V -order would be of the form: (. . . . . . , Z, W, . . . . . .) and this implies that the bi-free cumulant κχ | V ((c 1 , . . . , c 2n )| V ) vanishes, as it is a cumulant involving the bi-R-diagonal pair (Z, W ) that is not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms in the inducedχ| V -order. Since this is the case for every possible τ ∈ BNC(χ), we deduce that κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 0. Hence, when (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) = (. . . , XZ, Y W, . . .), we obtain that the bi-free cumulant κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) vanishes and the use of similar arguments shows that this is also the case when the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) has the form:
We now proceed to prove that the condition of bi-R-diagonality is preserved under the taking of arbitrary powers.
Theorem 3.5. Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space and let (X, Y ) be a bi-R-diagonal pair in A. Then, for every p ≥ 1 the pair
Proof. Let n ∈ N, p ≥ 1, χ ∈ {l, r} n and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ {X p , (
Defineχ ∈ {l, r} np and c 1 , . . . , c np ∈ A as follows:
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Then, an application of Theorem 2.10 yields:
where 0 χ = {{(i − 1)p + 1, . . . , ip} : i = 1, . . . , n} ∈ BNC(χ).
To start, we remark that since the pair (X, Y ) is bi-R-diagonal, in order for a bi-noncrossing partition τ ∈ BNC(χ) to have non-zero contribution to the sum appearing in (1), every block of τ must contain indices corresponding to an equal number of * -terms and non- * -terms; for otherwise there would exist a block V ∈ τ with indices corresponding to an unequal number of * -terms and non- * -terms. This implies that the sequence (c 1 , . . . , c np )| V when read in the inducedχ| V -order will not be alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms and hence κχ ,τ (c 1 , . . . , c np ) = 0.
We will first show that if the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) is not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms, then κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 0. Suppose the following situation occurs:
where a sχ(m) = X p and a sχ(m+1) = Y p for some m ∈ {1, . . . , n}. This implies the following situation for theχ-order: χ (V )) and let q ∈ {1, . . . , np} be such that sχ(q) = max ≺χ V (equivalently, q = max < s −1 χ (V )). It is easy to see that c sχ(q) = Y * . We claim that we must necessarily have that q = tp, for some t ∈ {m + 2, . . . , n}.
To see this, suppose that q = tp + k with t ∈ {m + 2, . . . , n − 1} and k ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}. Define A = {sχ(i) : mp + 1 ≤ i ≤ tp + k} and notice that A has to be written as a union of blocks of τ , which means that if
Indeed, for such a block V ′ , if there existed i = j ∈ {1, . . . , np} with sχ(i) ∈ V ′ ∩ A and sχ(j) ∈ V ′ \ A, then this would imply that mp + 2 ≤ i ≤ tp + k − 1, j ∈ {1, . . . , mp + 1} ∪ {tp + k, . . . , np} and {mp + 1, tp + k} ⊆ s −1 χ (V ), which contradicts the fact that the partition s −1 χ · τ is non-crossing. Thus, A has to be written as a union of blocks of τ and since A contains indices corresponding to an unequal number of * -terms and non- * -terms, there must exist a block V ′ ∈ τ with this same property. This yields that κχ | V ′ (c 1 , . . . , c np )| V ′ = 0 and, as a result, the cumulant κχ ,τ (c 1 , . . . , c np ) vanishes.
We may now assume that q = tp, for some t ∈ {m + 2, . . . , n}. By defining
and letting λ = { V , V c }, one sees that V ⊆ V , λ ∈ BNC(χ) and τ, 0 χ ≤ λ 1χ. Thus, the relation τ ∨ 0 χ = 1χ cannot be satisfied. Hence, it cannot be the case that sχ(mp + 1) = min ≺χ V .
So, suppose that there exists q ∈ {1, . . . , np} with sχ(q) ∈ V and sχ(q)≺χ sχ(mp + 1).
We may moreover assume that for all v ∈ V \ {sχ(mp + 1), sχ(q)}, we either have that v≺χ sχ(q) or sχ(2m + 1)≺χ v (i.e. that sχ(q) is theχ-maximum element of V with this property). Notice that it must necessarily be that c sχ(q) = X * and, arguing as before, it must be the case that q = tp for some t ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}. Then, by defining
and letting λ = { V , V c }, one sees that V ⊆ V c , λ ∈ BNC(χ) and τ, 0 χ ≤ λ 1χ. Thus, the relation τ ∨ 0 χ = 1χ once again cannot be satisfied.
This shows that when
we obtain that the bi-free cumulant κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) vanishes and the use of similar arguments shows that this is also the case when the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) has one of the following forms:
Hence, if the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) is not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms, we have that κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 0. It remains to show that if the cumulant κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) is of odd order, then it must vanish. Assume that n is an odd number. By the aforementioned considerations, we may assume that the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) does not contain consecutive elements that both correspond to either * -terms or non- * -terms. Suppose the following situation occurs:
where a sχ(1) = (X * ) p and a sχ(n) = (Y * ) p . This implies the following situation for thê χ-order:
where c sχ(k) = X * and c sχ((n−1)p+k) = Y * , for all k = 1, . . . , p. Let τ ∈ BNC(χ) and V ∈ τ such that sχ(1) ∈ V . Also, let q ∈ {1, . . . , np} be such that sχ(q) = max ≺χ V . First of all, observe that it must be that q ≥ p + 1; for otherwise, since c sχ(k) = X * for all k = 1, . . . , p, the sequence (c 1 , . . . , c np )| V when read in the inducedχ| V -order would be of the form
and hence has either odd length or is not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms. This implies that κχ | V ((c 1 , . . . , c np )| V ) = 0, since the pair (X, Y ) is bi-R-diagonal. Secondly, note that it must necessarily be that q = tp for some t ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Indeed, if q = tp + k for some t ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1} and k ∈ {1, . . . , p − 1}, then the set {sχ(i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ tp + k} (which contains indices corresponding to an unequal number of * -terms and non- * -terms) must be written as a union of blocks of τ. Thus, there exists a block V ′ of τ containing indices that correspond to an unequal number of * -terms and non- * -terms and it follows that if that is the case, then κχ | V ′ ((c 1 , . . . , c np )| V ′ ) = 0.
We will now show that q = np. If we assumed that q = tp, for some t ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}, then by defining V = {sχ(i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ tp} and letting λ = { V , V c }, one sees that V ⊆ V , λ ∈ BNC(χ) and τ, 0 χ ≤ λ 1χ. Thus, the relation τ ∨ 0 χ = 1χ cannot be satisfied. This shows that when
We close this section by showing that bi-R-diagonal pairs of operators yield examples of bi-free pairs that consist of self-adjoint operators.
Proposition 3.6. Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space and (X, Y ) be a bi-R-diagonal pair in A. Then, the pairs
are bi-free.
Proof. Let n ∈ N, n ≥ 2, χ ∈ {l, r} n and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A such that
Moreover, suppose that there exist i = j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that a i ∈ {XX * , Y * Y } and a j ∈ {X * X, Y Y * }. We will show that κ χ (a 1 , . . . , a n ) = 0, which will imply that the pairs (XX * , Y * Y ) and (X * X, Y Y * ) are indeed bi-free. Defineχ ∈ {l, r} 2n bŷ
for each i = 1, . . . , n and c 1 , . . . , c 2n ∈ A as follows:
κχ ,τ (c 1 , . . . , c 2n )
Since the pair (X, Y ) is bi-R-diagonal, for a bi-non-crossing partition τ ∈ BNC(χ) to have a non-zero contribution to the sum appearing in (1), every block of τ must contain an even number of elements, as every bi-free cumulant of odd order with entries in {X, X * , Y, Y * } vanishes. Our initial assumptions imply that there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that either
Assume that a sχ(i) = XX * and a sχ(i+1) = Y Y * (with the remaining cases handled similarly). Then, the following situation occurs for theχ-order: We remark that if (X, Y ) is a bi-R-diagonal pair in some non-commutative * -probability space, then it is not necessarily true that the pairs (XX * , Y Y * ) and (X * X, Y * Y ) are bifree, as the following example indicates.
Example 3.7. Let (u l , u r ) be a bi-Haar unitary pair in a non-commutative * -probability space (A, ϕ) and consider the pair (Z, W ) in the space (M 2 (C), tr) defined as follows:
In the free product space (A * M 2 (C), ϕ * tr), the pairs (u l , u r ) and (Z, W ) are * -bi-free and hence, by Theorem 3.2, the pair (u l Z, W u r ) is bi-R-diagonal. But, the pairs
are not bi-free, since the moment-cumulant formula yields
Joint * -Distributions of Bi-R-Diagonal Pairs
In this section, we will be concerned with proving that the joint * -distribution of a bi-R-diagonal pair of operators remains invariant under the multiplication with a * -bi-free bi-Haar unitary pair.
We begin by giving the definition of bi-even and * -bi-even pairs of operators, as well as display how this class of pairs of operators can yield examples of bi-R-diagonal pairs.
Definition 4.1. Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space and Z, W ∈ A.
(i) The pair (Z, W ) is called bi-even if for every k ∈ N and a 1 , . . . , a 2k+1 ∈ {Z, W } we have that
that is, all of its joint moments of odd order vanish.
(ii) The pair (Z, W ) is called * -bi-even if for every k ∈ N and a 1 , . . . , a 2k+1 ∈ {Z, Z * , W, W * } we have that
that is, all of its joint * -moments of odd order vanish.
The moment-cumulant formula yields that the pair (X, Y ) is * -bi-even if and only if all bi-free cumulants of odd order with entries in {X, X * , Y, Y * } vanish. It clearly follows that every bi-R-diagonal pair is * -bi-even.
In the setting of free probability, it is observed that products of free, self-adjoint, even elements (i.e. self-adjoint elements of non-commutative * -probability spaces all whose moments of odd order vanish) result in R-diagonal elements ([NS06, Theorem 15.17]). Generalizing this to the bi-free setting, we will show that products of * -bi-even pairs (where the order of the right operators is reversed in the product) yield bi-R-diagonal pairs. For this, we have the following proposition, the proof of which will be similar to the proofs of Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.4. Proof. Let n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A be such that
where 0 χ = {{2i − 1, 2i} : i = 1, . . . , n} ∈ BNC(χ). As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we make the following remarks: First of all, if for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we have that a sχ(i) = XZ , then it follows that c sχ(2i−1) = X and c sχ(2i) = Z (with a similar situation occurring when a sχ(i) = Z * X * , since this corresponds to a left operator). Now, if a sχ(i) = W Y , then c sχ(2i−1) = Y and c sχ(2i) = W (and a similar situation occurs when a sχ(i) = Y * W * , since this corresponds to a right operator). Note that in the latter case, the right operators must appear reversed in theχ-order.
Since the pairs (X, Y ) and (Z, W ) are * -bi-free, in order for a bi-non-crossing partition τ ∈ BNC(χ) to contribute to the sum appearing in (1), we must have that for all V ∈ τ , either
Observe that this also implies that if n is odd, then κ χ (a 1 . . . , a n ) = 0, as then the cardinality of the set {j ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} : c j ∈ {X, X * , Y, Y * }} is odd and hence for any τ ∈ BNC(χ) there exists V ∈ τ with odd cardinality that contains indices corresponding to elements in {X, X * , Y, Y * }. Since the pair (X, Y ) is * -bi-even, all bi-free cumulants of odd order with entries in {X, X * , Y, Y * } vanish, thus
In addition, in order for τ to contribute to the above sum, every block of τ must contain an even number of elements. Indeed, if V ∈ τ contains an odd number of elements, then we deduce that (additionally assuming that all indices in V correspond to elements either from {X, X * , Y, Y * } or {Z, Z * , W, W * }) κχ | V ((c 1 , . . . , c 2n )| V ) is a bi-free cumulant of odd order involving a * -bi-even pair and thus vanishes.
Henceforth, when referring to a bi-non-crossing partition τ contributing to the sum appearing in (1), we will assume that every block of τ contains indices all corresponding to elements either from {X, X * , Y, Y * } or {Z, Z * , W, W * } and, by Proposition 2.11, that sχ(1)∼ τ sχ(2n) and sχ(2i)∼ τ sχ(2i + 1) for every i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
We will now show that if the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) is not alternating in * -termsLemma 4.3. Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative * -probability space and u l , u r , Z, W ∈ A such that: Let m ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} 2m and a 1 , . . . , a 2m ∈ A with
such that the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(2m) ) is alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms. Define b 1 , . . . , b 2m ∈ A as follows:
Then, we have that:
Proof. Let m ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} 2m and a 1 , . . . , a 2m , b 1 , . . . , b 2m be given as in the statement of the lemma. Defineχ ∈ {l, r} 4m byχ(2i − 1) =χ(2i) = χ(i) for each i = 1, . . . , 2m and c 1 , . . . , c 4m ∈ A as follows:
for each i = 1, . . . , 2m. Then, an application of Theorem 2.10 yields:
where 0 χ = {{2i − 1, 2i} : i = 1, . . . , 2m} ∈ BNC(χ). As in the proof of Proposition 3.4, we make the following observations: First of all, if for some i ∈ {1, . . . , 2m} we have that a sχ(i) = u l Z , then it follows that c sχ(2i−1) = u l and c sχ(2i) = Z (with a similar situation occurring when a sχ(i) = Z * X * , since this corresponds to a left operator). Now, if a sχ(i) = W u r , then c sχ(2i−1) = u r and c sχ(2i) = W (and a similar situation occurs when a sχ(i) = Y * W * , since this corresponds to a right operator). Note that in the latter case, the right operators must appear reversed in theχ-order. This implies that since the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(2m) ) was assumed to be alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms, then both the sequences (c sχ(1) , c sχ(4) , c sχ(5) , . . . , c sχ(4m−4) , c sχ(4m−3) , c sχ(4m) ) and (c sχ(2) , c sχ(3) , c sχ(6) , c sχ (7) , . . . , c sχ(4m−2) , c sχ(4m−1) ) are also alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms (observe that for any i ∈ {1, . . . , 2m}, the element a sχ(i) corresponds to a * -term if and only if both the elements c sχ(2i−1) and c sχ(2i) correspond to * -terms).
Since the pairs (u l , u r ) and (Z, W ) are * -bi-free, in order for a bi-non-crossing partition τ ∈ BNC(χ) to contribute to the sum appearing in (1), we must have that for all V ∈ τ , either
In addition, in order for τ to contribute to the above sum, every block of τ must contain an even number of elements. Indeed, if V ∈ τ contains an odd number of elements, then we deduce that (additionally assuming that all indices in V correspond to elements either from {u l , u l * , u r , u r * } or {Z, Z * , W, W * }) κχ | V ((c 1 , . . . , c 2n )| V ) is a bi-free cumulant of odd order involving a * -bi-even pair and thus vanishes.
Henceforth, when referring to a bi-non-crossing partition τ contributing to the sum appearing in (1), we will assume that τ satisfies the following requirements:
(A) every block of τ contains indices all corresponding to elements either from {u l , u * l , u r , u * r } or {Z, Z * , W, W * }, (B) sχ(1)∼ τ sχ(4m) and sχ(2i)∼ τ sχ(2i + 1) for every i = 1, . . . , 2m − 1 (this follows from an application of Proposition 2.11).
Define the sets E 1 = {sχ(1), sχ(4m)} and E i+1 = {sχ(2i), sχ(2i + 1)}, for all i = 1, . . . , 2m − 1.
We introduce new symbols 1, 2, . . . , m and let
The notation G i may seem unnatural, but it is being utilized for clarity, once Kreweras complementation map is implemented later in the proof. We claim that it must be the case that either
Indeed, begin by assuming that a sχ(1) = u l Z. Since the sequence (a sχ(1) , . . . , a sχ(n) ) is alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms, we must have that a sχ(2) ∈ {Z * u * l , u * r W * }. If a sχ(2) = u l Z, then for theχ-order it is implied that
while if a sχ(2) = u * r W * , then for theχ-order it is implied that
hence in both cases we see that {c sχ(2) , c sχ(3) } ⊆ {Z, Z * , W, W * }. A straightforward induction argument then shows that for all i = 1, . . . , m and j ∈ G i , one must have that c j ∈ {Z, Z * , W, W * }. Of course, this also implies that the union of {F i : i = 1, . . . , m} must be equal to the set of all indices that correspond to elements in {u l , u * l , u r , u * r }. It clearly follows that similar arguments yield an analogous outcome in the case when a sχ(1) ∈ {Z * u * l , W u r , u * r W * }. Hence, we may assume that
with the remaining case handled similarly. From this, it follows that
This assumption, along with requirement (A) above imply that for every V ∈ τ , we have that
Due to requirement (B) above and the definitions of the sets F i and G i , it is easy to see that for any block V ∈ τ and any i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, we have that
For all V ∈ τ with V ⊆ ∪ m i=1 F i , define I V = {i ∈ {1, . . . , m} : V ∩ F i = ∅} and let
It is easy to see that π τ ∈ P(m) and we claim that π τ ∈ NC(m). Indeed, if not, there exist blocks V = V ′ ∈ τ with V, V ′ ⊆ ∪ m i=1 F i , and integers i 1 , i 2 , j 1 , j 2 ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that i 1 , i 2 ∈ I V , j i , j 2 ∈ I V ′ and i 1 < j 1 < i 2 < j 2 .
Since i 1 , i 2 ∈ I V , it follows that F i 1 , F i 2 ⊆ V and similarly F j 1 , F j 2 ⊆ V ′ . Initially, assume that i 1 = 1. By the definition of the sets {F i : i = 1, . . . , m}, it is implied that {sχ(1), sχ(4i 2 − 3)} ⊆ V and {sχ(4j i − 3), sχ(4j 2 − 3)} ⊆ V ′ , or, equivalently, {1, 4i 2 − 3} ⊆ s −1 χ (V ) and {4j 1 − 3, 4j 2 − 3} ⊆ s −1 χ (V ′ ).
But, since 1 = i 1 < j 1 < i 2 < j 2 , it follows that 1 < 4j 1 − 3 < 4i 2 − 3 < 4j 2 − 3, which contradicts the fact that s −1 χ · τ ∈ NC(4m). Now, if we consider the case when i 1 ≥ 2, then similarly we obtain {4i 1 − 3, 4i 2 − 3} ⊆ s with the relations i 1 < j 1 < i 2 < j 2 implying that 4i 1 − 3 < 4j 1 − 3 < 4i 2 − 3 < 4j 2 − 3, which once again contradicts the fact that s −1 χ · τ ∈ NC(4m). Hence, we must have that π τ ∈ NC(m) and the use of similar arguments yields that if for all V ∈ τ with V ⊆ ∪ m i=1 G i we define
then, by letting
it follows that σ τ ∈ NC({1, 2, . . . , m}). We claim that we must necessarily have that π τ ∪ σ τ ∈ NC({(1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , m, m)}). Indeed, if not, there exist blocks V = V ′ ∈ τ such that
and integers i 1 , i 2 , j 1 , j 2 ∈ {1, . . . , m} with i 1 , i 2 ∈ I V , j 1 , j 2 ∈ J V ′ and i 1 ≤ j 1 < i 2 ≤ j 2 .
By the definitions of the sets I V and J V ′ , it follows that F i 1 , F i 2 ⊆ V and G j 1 , G j 2 ⊆ V ′ . Consider the case when i 1 ≥ 2 (with the case when i 1 = 1 treated analogously). This yields that But then, the relations i 1 ≤ j 1 < i 2 ≤ j 2 imply that 4i 1 − 3 < 4j 1 − 1 < 4i 2 − 3 < 4j 2 − 1, which contradicts the fact that s −1 χ · τ ∈ NC(4m).
Hence, π τ ∪ σ τ ∈ NC({1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , m, m}) and by the definition of Kreweras complementation map and via the canonical identification NC(m) ∼ = NC({1, 2, . . . , m}), this is equivalent to σ τ ≤ K NC (π τ ).
The previously described process implies that any τ ∈ BNC(χ) that satisfies the requirements (A) and (B) uniquely determines two non-crossing partitions π τ , σ τ ∈ NC(m) such that σ τ ≤ K NC (π τ ). Conversely, any two non-crossing partitions π, σ ∈ NC(m) with σ ≤ K NC (π) uniquely determine a bi-non-crossing partition τ (π,σ) ∈ BNC(χ) that satisfies the requirements (A) and (B) by defining
This yields a bijection between all bi-non-crossing partitions that satisfy the requirements (A) and (B) with the set of all bi-non-crossing partitions τ (π,σ) obtained in the aforementioned manner. Thus, the sum appearing in (2) becomes: hence for all V ∈ π, the bi-free cumulant κχ | i∈V F i (c 1 , . . . , c 4m )| i∈V F i has entries in the set {u l , u * l , u r , u * r } and the sequence (c 1 , . . . , c 4m )| i∈V F i is alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms when read in the inducedχ| i∈V F i -order. Moreover, notice that the cardinality of the union ∪ i∈V F i is equal to two times the cardinality of V . Thus, by a combination of Corollary 2.18 and Lemma 2.4 we obtain We are now in a position to state the following theorem (which is the generalization of [NS06, Theorem 15.10] to the bi-free setting), regarding the invariance of the joint * -distribution of a bi-R-diagonal pair under the multiplication by a * -bi-free bi-Haar unitary pair. (ii) the joint * -distribution of the pair (X, Y ) coincides with the joint * -distribution of (u l X, Y u r ).
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 the pair (u l X, Y u r ) is bi-R-diagonal and, since equality of joint * -distributions is equivalent to the equality of * -bi-free cumulants, it follows that the pair (X, Y ) is also bi-R-diagonal. This yields the implication (ii) ⇒ (i).
For the converse, we will show the equality of all * -bi-free cumulants involving the pairs (X, Y ) and (u l X, Y u r ). Since (X, Y ) is bi-R-diagonal, all bi-free cumulants with entries in {X, X * , Y, Y * } that are either of odd order or that are not alternating in * -terms and non- * -terms in the χ-order must vanish. The same applies to the pair (u l X, Y u r ) since it is also bi-R-diagonal. This implies that it suffices to show that for all even numbers n ∈ N, χ ∈ {l, r} n and a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ A with Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (iii), as well as the implication (ii) ⇒ (i) both follow from Theorem 4.4. Also, the equivalence of (i) and (iv) is a result of Proposition 2.21 and Theorem 2.22. To see that (i) implies (ii), simply consider a non-commutative * -probability space (B, ψ) containing a bi-Haar unitary pair (u l , u r ) and define (Ã,φ) to be the free product space (A * B, ϕ * ψ). In (Ã,φ) the pairs (X, Y ) and (u l , u r ) are * -bi-free and thus, again by Theorem 4.4, the joint * -distribution of the pair (u l X, Y u r ) must coincide with the joint * -distribution of (X, Y ).
